Poinsettia Watercolor Pencil Tag
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A|S Supplies:

SSSC050
SVSH125
TAD0260
IVFP082
PASTRA24
RASA204
EASQALM
ATMMTO2
MWCFAN1
TWBMD12
TCROP01
Other:

Poinsettia Stamp Set
Tag You’re It Stamp Set
Tag You’re It Tag Bundle
Onyx Black Versafine Inkpad
Watercolor Paper Pad
Cherry Satin Ribbon
Autumn Leaves Mix Sequins
Tombow Mono Adhesive Multi Glue
Watercolor Pencils
Water Brush Medium
Crop-A-Dial Tool
Misti Tool
Gold Peerless Acrylic Paint

Instructions:
Step 1: Die cut Tag You’re It out of watercolor
paper. Stamp sentiment in lower left corner with
Versafine Onyx inkpad as shown.
Step 2: Place the tag in the Misti and position the
poinsettia partially off the tag leaving room to
‘frame’ the sentiment without stamping over it.
Step 3: Scribble watercolor pencil onto the lower
portion of the petals as shown. Pull color from the
scribbles out toward the ends of the petals with the
water brush. Leave white space and vary the water
color intensity. Fill in the green tendrils and flower
centers with color.
Step 4: Scribble yellow along 3 sides of the tag and
blend out with the water brush.
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Step 5: To add paint splatters, pour a small amount of gold paint onto a slick surface (acetate,
craft sheet, plastic plate, etc.) and drop a tiny amount of water into the paint to dilute it slightly.
Using a dowel or solid object (even an acrylic block works!), rap the loaded paint brush against the
dowel to create splatters. The larger the brush, the larger the splatters. Practice on scrap paper
first to insure you have the right consistency for splattering. Allow to dry.

Step 5: Create gold splatters on a scrap piece. The dowel was held in my left hand while rapping the paint
brush against it, which isn’t shown.

Step 6: Arrange sequins in a pleasing pattern on the tag affixing them in place with Tombow Multi
Glue. To finish the tag, punch a hole and add a length of ribbon.

Step 6: Add an uneven number of sequins
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